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f cerentant motion is divided into three parts bttied > Preliniary 
7 J Livcen oo oe = ae 

a 2 Her obeah e—-aAnd Rea eng! a2 = 1 5 " a 

Because this instant ction may have significances not immediately apparent, — 

‘plaintiff elects, whether or not strictly required of him as a matter of law, to 
Om 

address each and every point, qergunent, suggestion or innuendo by pkaxnkiffx 

~~ @efendants and their counsel. The court 8°85 Sa"tmiee to bear in mind that what is 

  

in the investigation of the assassination of a President. Despite thfendants' elaborate 

effects to convey a contrary impression, neither heré nor on any prior occasion Has 

plaintiff sought more than this ‘Simple thing: access to this official, public evidence; 

~~ ~As a matter of fact and reality, although there was XXX#HEX a Presidntial Commis=~ 

~~~ston appointed to investigate and deliberate, the actual investigation was conducted----—--~ 

fendants' ~\ by “the Department of Justice, which £8 ponaaek “in this-instant-actions-The-Commission-——---— . 
CV 

———--—---- never at any time had so- much as a singleinvestigator of.itsowm.—Of-the investigation, —, 

—_—_——100%-#1as-done- -by--the executive branch ofthe government, This kegaH~investigation a 
es 

-—----began_a-week before the Commission was appointed. Almost_all of it. was by the 

    

—_.__......__Department_of Justice... 

—............... The Director of the Federal Bureau of Investigation testified to this before the | 

__ Commission ( Hea#ings, Vole 5, ppe® 98-9): 

"When xkhePresident Johnson returned to Washington he communicated with me within the 

because, as you are aware, there is no federal jurisdiction for such an investigation... _ I imnediately assigned a special force...to initiate the investigation andfito get all - 
the details and facts concerning wkxekxwe it...and I would say we had about 150 men at | 

~ that time working on the report “in the field, and 2 ee oo 

wituell4, 

——__. — FBI agerits avid technicgians Meee s- invotved in the investigation; — FE ee es i a RS 

The director was less than f orthright-in-this-testimony, for-without—awaiting — a 

_ instructions from the President, he launched his-agents- into the-investigation—immediately.—| 

hye 

They -partieipated—in-the-first--and- all/interrogations-of- the-aceused,- beginning with———— 

_ sought in this action is access to the most basic public evidence, official exhibits, 

_ first 24 hours, and asked the Bureau to pick up the investigation offthe assassinationf ~ 

  

‘Here the director refers to the immediate manpower only, A-much-laree@! numberof ~~~ : —— a
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his arrest, less than two hours after commission of the crime. The first thing the 

“FBI did was warn or threaten all-witnesses-to-strict—silence, which precluded. the. 

“appearance of kmowledge-of any versions.of whet. these witnesses said or could have 

~Klein's-Sportin, 

“the company's vice President, Wilkiam J. 

: when jurisdiction, in the words of -the-same-reports- 
A 

-gatd except-as- the FBL.chose to-represent it. Asa matter of fact, just this and the 

fidelity of FBI-reporting became so. scandalous the Commission could not avoid it, 

-and.-even. such.probative professional - investigators as the two Secret Service agents © 

onthe 
_.driving the President's car, one of whom was in-ontire charge of the detail that days 

not.only denied saying what the FBI reported them as saying but went “tartinon and said it 

_was impossible, Countless interviews were conducted of which no record or report was made 

__to, the Commission, And this, too, although little noticed, had to be and was considered 

by. the Commissions 

The grim reality of immediate and unending EEE pena! of the official investigation 

_is that it was So immediate and so o thorough anee it even foreclosed the Secret ee 

which gid have Jurisdiction, Cee as it is with n responsibility 1 for a“ secueity of “the 

President aud dite’ peoreeeen. Of the maces officially-unpublished pes of this. 

ae has been able to obtain-— and it is | repetitions ~ ‘mat ‘on€ that plaintiff has 

Published | illustrates nis = abundantly. 

it will be recalled shat a certain rifle allegedly was the murder weapon. The 

day after ‘the aenassrantion, ‘the Secret. Service, having traced it to the seller, 

Goods. Coss. 
aS $"Chicago office, Until + the Secret Service exerted great pressure sent agents to 

on Klein's officials, they refused to say anything, RSSMRXHEXSEXEREXEM 

  

prosidenhy7Seymmursidibiianxdsatdman (The modest Secret Servicé representation of ¥4—~ 
Gatti Waldman 

  

-is presented in these 

“words ( Secret Service file # CO-2-34030, printed in facsimile on p. 39 of plaintiffts —— 

~ second book,WHITEWASH II: THE FBI-SECRET SERVICE COVERDP): ~~~ ——— 

~ "Tt should be noted at this point that Waldman kept reiterating-that he had. 
allegedly been instr | cucted by ule _ not ae discuss this sear’ ean with anyone." 

asi in original) as ~ 

en Waldman” was finally persuaded-to- talk to-the-only--fiederal agency with. 

Seereh Service  
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"Waldman advised Special Agentz Tucker amt that the FBI had been to his place /e/65.0 from-approximately~-10- peMs-on 11/22/63 until approximately 5 asnis on 11/23/63..." 

Tt required eonaiderabie investigating to trace the rifle to ae bl then 6 

‘Foote wompalty officials and eet them to thei place | of - business and eet access to 

the’ ‘records, but al ‘of ‘this was accomplished by the FBI, which - igs to say a part of 

the: ‘Department of Justice, which is defendants" counsel in this | eainste iustemt Casey 

. “by 10 Po ‘Me the night of the crime, 

| Understanding of the fact that the Department of Justice tmaksama 

  

- immediately took control of the actual investigation and never relinquished it, 

in plaintiff's belief, is necessary to an understanding of defendants’ refusal to 

lake available to plaintiff that which law and regulation require be made available 
to him-and to an understanding “Of the charactes, me content and doctrine of defendants' 

Accepting Director Hoover's number of agents immediately assigned to the case. 

for comparison, ignoring the large number of others later involved in it, these 150. Number 

investigators maz tetal more than a third more than the entire staff of the Warren | 

Commission, including file clerks and typists. And,of the 94 who served on the 
_ Commission, ‘the 15 who ‘were the general counsel and assistant counsel, those tpn 

whom | mos tifot the responsibility fell, are but 10% of thescnumber of FBI agentjon the 

investigation at he outset onlye 

How ieee eit of uihe really : is in representing he PEL control over the 

setdad investigation is acnowledged by the Comission | in the @ poreword ed ate Report 

~ (xii): 

“Te s scope and, detail of ‘the Someones ‘effort by hs Federal : and State 

agencies are suggested in part by statistics from the Federal Bureau of Investigation = 
aNd the Secret Service. dmmediately after the assassination, more than 80. additional 
MBI personnel were transferred to the Dallas office. 

Sovember. 22, 1963, “the Federal ‘Bureau of Tnvestigation conducted approximately 25, 000 
- (Emphasis. added)- | 

  

interviews anixreinteryvis 
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“ Thus, with the first FBI reports of investigations completed the very day of the 
assassination, which means in less than half a day from the time of the shooting, the 

immediacy of PBI control becomes apparent. The magnitude of the number of if erviews, 

25,000, can perhaps be grasped by comparison with the total number of printed pages 

produced by the Commission in its Report and 26 appended volumes of testimony from 

552 witnesses and more than 5,000 exhibits, by nunbede Ail of these total considerably 

less than 25,000, 

Over and above all of this, the FBI also supplied the Commission's technical 
| oe ; Wit and laboratory services, including Yhat is herein relevant, its photogrpahic services, : 

4 insert as 4a 

ae ve +. photographs : tae ek and that the other item plaintiff seeks is prexuvex’eSsential for any study at 

and glleged, damage pied . Shaw the all, including other views of the aL ISess , dima e clothing, enlargements that show the 

1 fe . . _ nature of this damage (which is completely invisible in.every published copy and 
  

  

      

‘obscured where it is visible in those provided by the Archives) «aé—views from the — ——— it. i ro) | ° 7 
il existing photographs being from the outside onl¥, and fay

) 

a)
 other side, the inside, 

frem the side, the existing photographs nf including any side views, 

tnadequate, [it becomes réadily apvarent that, aside from any defense of the de 

y 

nominated 

defendants in this instant action, defense counsel, inevitably, are defending their 

own agency, the Department of Justice, 

Whether or not this is, as generally understood, a conflict of /interest, it 

ean providesspecial motises and interests that can and plaintiff believes webeto 

dominate the form, content, expression, integrity and the very nature and-ekarseter 

of motions filed allegedly on behalf of the denominated defendants, 

Plaintiff believes and therefore alleges that the real reason for denying him Cape 4 

what the official, public evidence he seeks in this instant action is for nof# other 

purpose than suppression, to deny access to evidence that can disprove or at the very 

least cast the most serious doubt on the federal explamation and "solution" of the 

assassination of President John F, Kennedy ,
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c Thus, with the first FBI reports of investigations completed the very day of the 
assassination, which means in less than half a day from the time of the shooting, the 

immediacy of BBI control becomes apparent, The magnitude of the number of ifWerviews, 

25,000, can perhaps be grasped by comparison with the total number of printed pages 

produced by the Commission in its Report and 26 appended volumes of testimony from 

992 witnesses and more than 5,000 exhibits, by numbed All of these total considerably 

less than 25,000, 

Over and above all of this, the FBI also supplied the Commission's technical 
ot Wit and laboratory services, includéng ffat is herein relevant, its photogrpahic services, 4 

@@ the interpretation of -the photographs, and the expert testimony about the clothing 

Rasey/ Report, pp. 91-2, under "Emamination of Clothing"), 

Thus it can be seen that what  laintiff seeks in this instant action is access to 

the evidence that will, for the first time, permit impartial study of that evidence 

and its meaning. in turn, this means the first impartial evaluation of the FBI 

representation of that evidence, When it is further understood that one of the, 
Prution Q 

items of which plaintiff seeks 7. those pa xdés of the said clothing taken 
Arita ed b 

by the Archives because the el bade taken for the Commission by the FBI are that IMserRr 
Jnadequate, [st becomes réadily apparent that, aside from any defense of the denominated 

defendants in this instant action, defense counsel, inevitably, are defending their 

own agency, the Department of Justice, 

Whether or not this is, as generally understood, a conflict of interest, it 

gan providegspecisl moti¢es and interests that can and plaintiff believes webete. 

dominated the forn, content, expression, integrity and the very nature and ekerseter 

of motions filed allegedly on behalf of the denominated defendants. 

Plaintiff believes and therefore alleges that the real reason for denying him leper + 

wWhakx the official, public evidence he seeks in this instant action is for nof® other 

purpose than suppression, to deny access to evidence that can disprove or at the very 

least cast the most serious doubt on the federal explamation and "solution" of the 

assassination of President John F, Kennedy ,
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In turn, this means a number of other things, that investigation having been by 

and dominated by the same agency of government that in this action represents the 

denominated defendants. There is no embarrassment to the denominated defendants tha 

can come from complying with the law and their own regulations and providing the 

public information in the form of photographs that plaintiff seeks, There can, however, 

r + - & e : : 3 ra 1 be the greatest embarrassment to the agency suplying denominated deiendants' chunsel, 
4 

most of ail kwx to the Director of the federal Bureapl of Investigation. 

In the passage cited above from the Director's testimony before the Warren 

Commission, he testified that he, personally, went over every request from the 

: ~~ ee Ths 
Commission and every response, over everything sent to the Commission. So tke Court 

can better understand the significances here alleged, plainitfY cites but a single of 

the available cases from the Commission's record, 

PBL agents in the field provided reports to Washington saying that a certain 

thing attributed to Oswald in the Commission's eport was not, in fact, done by Oswald. 

When these field reports reach FBI headquarters, they were rewritten and the Commission 

was sent a summary report saying the opposite of what the investigative reports said. 

The language of the Warren Report is identical with that of the rewritten@) erroneous 
f hep arek 

report igi mag in FBI headquarters in Washington, Because they are not legally 

essential in this instant casé, pfaiutiff does not actach them, but he has and can produce 

to this Court both sets of thsse Reports, the words of the investigators in the field 

  

and the oprosite version e FBI headquarters. More, vnlaintiff thee er fon aly. 

interviewed these witnesses, in the presence of a public official in that. distant 

jurisdiction, and with the.assent of these witnesses, tape recorded their exact. words. 

There is no doubt, nor .was there ever any doubt, that this act, a significant. act in. 

any..consideration of whether or not. there had been_a conspiracy to kill the President, 

was. deliberately corrupted in FBI headquarters, a false account was given to the 

Commission and that false account, word for word, became the Commission's conclusion, 

for the FBI, such considerations exist in plaintiff's access to the official evidence 

that is denied him. The photographs plaintiff sceks will prove the FBI was again wrong. 
*: - ——————



There is a difference between proving the FBI wrong, which is not plaintiff's 

purpose, and learning and establishing the truth w€ about how and by whom the President 

a 
. “™~ - - > - . _ L 2p : 

was assassinated, whisch is. Plaintiff assures this Court that as of. the moment of this ua 

  

writing, based onlthe evidence plaintiff has already obtained saxkk from the pietures 
m THhiced relevant photographs in plaintiff's possession and competent, professional examination 

4 - A 
by a qualified, impartial expert, plaintiff can produce expert testimony establishing FOS 
the erroneous interpretation of the sought evidence bythe PT, 4 Gj 

The law and existing, controlling interpretations do not require that applicants 

hee—-ees need #* provide reasons for seeking public information, Plaintiff believes 

the law and regulations are Clear, that he is entitled. to the summary judgement he 

asks, However, should plaintiff be denied, and should it seem necessary that, because of 

the unusual nature of this case and of that. public information sought, the seriousness 
Gud héetitin of plaintiff's purposes be established and the Characier of the evidence denied him be 

manexa presented to the Court, plaintiff will undertake to do both and believes that he 

can, beyond any prospect of refutation.
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Commemtary ZL Mibu 
/ ved 

- Defendants have converted this case into something more than one in which 

es Ak : 

plaintiff has to seek the aid of the district court for relief to which, there being 

no genuine issue as to any material fact, he is clearly entitled. 

‘ hye 

This is, in fact, a case that shouJd never had-had to get before a court of law, 

all the material facts being so clear, all on one side, plaintiff's. What plaintiff 

seeks is no more than public informatpon to which he is, clearly, entitled, under all 

applicable law and regulation. What plaintiff seeks is no more than what defendants have 

qiready provided another. wily placnlify toe 

And on this point - that defendants would ppovide, those ‘who would sayy em 

gusensey what fefendants wanted said, and that to a vast audience, wi ee 

asked and at the same time refuse identically the same thing to plaintiff, who 

could not be depended upon to say what defendants wanted said, aléeit to am what 

by comparison can only Jbe to an infinitessimally smaller audience - we come to 

  

the essence, bet-—what—isTiot before the court—ir pranrtifit's totion for summary 

Judgement. 

Actually, what plaintiff seeks is less trouble to defendants, im&inkizkesxx 

infinitely less cost, and is much simpler. Plaintiff askél for copies of existing 

still stil 

(victures of certain official evidence, public records, and that pictures be made for 

him of this same evidence showing views not shown in any of the existing pictures. 

What plaintiff asks ifY no more than ake exexviag household chorg, ef Gefendants-> 

Complying with law and regulation requires no departure foom defendants everyday 

        

norm, no intrusion into the work-day of a single eqnloyes, And nae of it except 

at plaintiff's cost. 

What was done for the Cotunibie, Enoedeasiifing System and with such skill and 

deceit hidden from this court by the employment of tricky language and selective 

quotation of the existing, written Feoond, did involve considerable trouble for 

ole Sadamts and gid involve the most serious breach of a contract defendants claim is 

Owl Ava ue 
a valid and binding contract, —— one they faksely invoke to pretend it sanctisns



xhexpbyions defendants obvious and flagrant violation of law and regulations, 
ftelecis ith 

Bringing Phaborase conera equipment into the National Archives Puildingri ith the 

attendant crews, track king all of this up and dow elevators, through corridors and 

to wherever the photographing was done, intruded into the work of many people. It was 

a departure from the norm, And it did make possible use of this public evidence in 

the poorest possible taste, use that could only cause new and needless pain and suffering 

to those who had already suffered to@much and too greatly. Ghoxfankkyceontrextxemakéxustxs 

The contract between defendants and the family could not have been more explicit in 

prohibiting this, 

| Yet defendants did it, because they could depend upon the Columbia Broadcasting 
Evveru w4 

System to show and say what they wanted Bee", that the government's investigation of 

the. assassination of the President and its Report tneneong were, in essence, correct 

and. dependable, For this profit, defendants were willing to violate their contractual 

“obligation, risk this added pain and suffering to the survivors, cause whatever added 

public anguish that might have ensued. 

Plaintiff, on the other hand, has written critically of ee the officia}investigatior 
i 

of this monstrous crime and has exposed and brought to light flaws in the official 

reporting thereof, Plaintiff has, from the very first of ‘his uxpenied extensive writ edn, 

said that the expected job has not been done and must be, entirely in public and 

preferably by the Congress. He has since 2 devoted aESE LE y his investigating ani research, 

and his writing, to lay, 0% ois for this, to attempt | to “right wrong, to effectuate 

justice- to make socicty work. 

. He has, as a consequence, been the morgen of vechar Witisuatl attentions many, 

if not all,of whichy can be of only an official nature, Some, +i thot doubt, are, and 

plaintiff has the irrefutable proof in his possession, Some of the intelligence by the 

federal government against plaintiff has subcontracted, And some of the subcontractor's 

_ employees , bbing devoted to a genuinely free and democradtic society, /being opposed to. 

Orwellian official intrusions into private lives and especially into the rights and 

freddoms of writers in a society such as ours, have ,provided this rool, quite 
f 

F 

Golunteriij} These persons were total strangers to plaintiff. 
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in 
Entirely aside from the foregoing, plaintiff, having had improper interest and 

off him 

libels/attributed to FBI -agents{ something plaintiff is unwilling to believe and cannot oS & Pp . & 

prove) reported this to the Department of Justice and sfked at least pro forma denial, if g / 

only for the record. In two years, and after renewal of the request, no such denial has 

% 

been forthcoming. Having reason to believe that Army /intelligence spied upon him on at 

least one occasion, and in addition, intercepted, pilfered and damaged plaintiff's 

brehte ho Aun ul frig 
luggage, wasenis jane tape-recorder and typewriter, the interception and damage being a 

matter of record with the air line involved, has had no response to repeated letters to 

the Army. Two requests for instructions, regulations and any forms required by the 

moe - L VY. 4. tofre pests 
Army under 5 U. S.U. 552 are unanswered, after two months. failure to resp Gp or 

knowledge required for use of 5 U.S.C. 552 are not the exception but the rile with 

Government agencies, at least where the requests come from plaintiff. The last time TOVE! & q p 

sce de i. oh . sec 5 a as 3 their ; 
plaintiff was in the Department of Justice building, he sought copies o regulations 

from the designated office and from the offices of the lawyers involved and could not get 

them from either, 

By the most remarkable coincidence, all three aspects - Government suppression 

of public information, eavesdrop ing and surveillance, and improper interest in 

plaintiff fare encapsulated in a Herblock cartoon published in the Washington Post 

of Sunday, February 7, 1971, while these papers were being prepared fur the Gourt. 

(Copy attached)
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For such improper and illegal violatYons of the rights and freedoms of Americans, 

- - = 7 / . . . 

our government. has established "fronts", Paintiff, whose belicf aeé interestJand hopes 5 > 

do not call for scandalous treatment of such serious topics as the assassination of a 

President and study of it and its official investigation, has eschewed scandal and o' ? ? 

Met 
although he is a writer, has never exploited this ready-made scandal delivered to hin, 

But plaintiff does have not electrostatic but actual carbon copies of those reports 

  

  

made to the federal government, records of communication between the front established 
ox. 
EO 

by the goverment, "pata “hna maintained by it, records of communication between this 
: = wre 

front and subcontractor, @ envelopes in which payments to the subcontractor wes made 

and even copies of t= checks made in payment for such nefarious and improper services. 

There have been more such untoward things. There have been intrusions into 

plaintiff's use of the mails, with both his letters and manuscripts intercepted, 

in one case certainly and in another possibly preventing publication of plaintiff's 

manuscripts. And of this also plaintiff has proof in his poss ession. 

There have been shadowings, agents planted in audiences, and’ e this plaintiff 

has ‘credible a witnesses els Leeppprrt hin cen choc clruirvetivn. 

ats be ctr 
There is substantial reason to belicve there | has been telephene eavesdropping. 

Lnwet. 324 
So, this, what seems like a simple case in which bureaucracy just arbitrarily 

denies plaintiff that public information which without doubt is both public information 

and the right of plaintiff, is much more than that. 

Nor is it a simple matter of bureaucratic arbitrariness, or of paxx official, 

personal dislike of plaintiff, vented in this improper manner. 

What we have here is a symptom of a dangerous national illness, of an officially- 

Auftered malignancy that presents a great hazard to our society. [t is, in plaintiff's 

verieys, a geet subversion of any free society. 

The Congress passed a law to assure all Americans certain rights. Ours is the 

‘kind of society inpihich precisely fitesens rights are essential, the kind of society that 

cannot survive.in this form without the full enjoyment of just these rights. 

There is no weal thy or power than can match th.t of the federal /givernment, if that



government is determined to prevfal, to have its way. How much less, then, is it possible 

for a lone man, with neither means nor Connesties—ef influence, to enjoy his rights, 

faced with the determination of erormnenE to deny them? 

And if any one man is denied wk his rights, who can depend upon the enjoyment 

of his own? 

Is there then freedom? Is there then a government of laws? 

The Congress enacted a law, the one plaintiff invokes, to guarantee and assure 

ublic access to public information. Congress had to enact this seemingly superfluous fe g & p Ere n yn ; 
tgsbecause te power and abuse of bureaueraey power had grown to the pojnt where 

the public was regularly and systematically denied acces$to public information. 
T 7 

That same bureaucracy now sp OO this law as a mean of subverting it to 

further a the public that public information the law requires be made freely 

whe 
available “inder careful sa ards to protect the rights of individuals thet gods bined Meyer Thal Wyre prentet “ crete: peg bt 
might wh goa niet) “ach nith fe Letrnedig § mH ng ted ind oe / ey MGsiek. 

Theo wm lade. 7 €t> f CEN “ul Liv “lich .. 
‘and the foregoing recone Sete P of the ends to which that 

bureaucracy is willing to go and does go to suppress public information, In this 

case it is information that is not congenial to official postures. 

' Here we have a-bureaucracy that first exhausts a private citizen with one papel pin tn” auf 
deviee of suppression after another, literally runs hin ragged.in the hope. that 

his determination will weakan and die, to the end that public information be suppressed, 

fn order. to accomplish this illigt Taeepees Purpose when that determination persists, 

the same bureaucracy is willing to and does impose upon the trust of a Gourt, in 

effect lying to that Gourt, distorting and adding false emphasis to guotation of the 

law, regulations and relevant other records. It eliminates what is germaing from 

the congideration of the court and represents as true to that@ourt that which it “OWS 

to be false, 

So, what we have here is an entension of the truly subversive, an attempt to ’ J ’ L 

convert the €ourts into an instrument of suporession,
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If justice and legal rights have become no more than a game to be practised 

between adversaries, with anything either adversary thinks he can get away with or in 

fact does get away with, no matter how dishonest, how knowingly unfaithful to the law 

and applicable regylations, can with impunity misinform or underinform a court, and 

can do this deliberately, and all this can be done in an effort to deny another his 

rights, ee what has the law become, what does justice come to mean, how can it be 

. ; Create 

dispensed by judges, and is there any meaning to laws bestawi@ and sanctifying people's 

rights? 

In this case we deal with what should be close to sacred in a country such as ours: 

: : : 3 i - : : 3 
the assassination of a beloved President; the governmentss investigation and account of 

awful = 

that sexieus crime; and the availability, really meaning the suppression, of public 

information about both the crime and its official investigation, Here the suppression 

is by the investigator, the seme branch of government. 
=< 

We also deal with a first-amendment right, for by subterfuge, various demeaning 

and. delaying tricks, and violation of law and regulations, that same government makes 
z 

a writer's first-amendment rights meaningless, There is and can be no genuine freedom 

Uni 

of speech and of the press without, yéccess to puglic information. 

And now the same powerful forces twist the law to perpetuate the suppression and THe 

denial of rights under the law. 

Hotive may be no more sinfiter than the predictable desire of iureamensay to 

proéect itself. But more than that is at stake, And free society pane survive 

the hiding of some bureaueratic — carted tly not those that vitiate basic rights. 

Even more than the foregoing is inherent in this sinple case, made complicated only 

by the obfuscations widertsieen ip the governnent and the requirement imposed upon the 

plaintiff that he nespentl tO them/in an effort to obtain what he regards as his 

eyes and to mpevent the making and preservation of a false record on subjectrof 

_ contemporaneous and historical import. 

There are the reputations of those eminent men called upon to uddertake so 

unpleasant a task as that of this Presidential Coumission. Most,mf not all, have
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xndkexke said they did so reluctantly. Several have said they refused the appointment, 

One of. these has explained his reasons to plaintiff. None derved with expectation or 

possibility of personal gain. Because of the nagbitude of the investigation and all the 

things that had to be covered, to which a considerable volume of the utterly irrelevant 

was added by the Department of Justice buff had to be considered by the staff, if not 

the members, of the Commission? snc because Ifmost without exception the members of the 

Commission were already over—commited to the public service and already carried responsi- 

bilities too great for the average man, most of the work necessarily fell to the staff, 

Yet the respor nsibjl ity was that of the members. One cannot read the trunscripts of the 

L m4 
executive sessions of the Members wihout realiz¢g that from the first it was impossible 

wg for them to keep up with what was happened°and that they were acutely amg# aware of this 

  

and deeply troubled by it. 

Despite the wealth and power of the government, this Commission and its members = 
soe 

were severely limited. They were limited by pressing political Const te rAVh OE which is 
ay. Whee ob wat, 

not exceptional 1s ee society, They were limited by the information that reached them 
  

iy 

by the vous of Be Baoan by the lack of the relevant. They were further 

limited by the expert interpretations and opinions that were made for them — and here 

plaintiff repeats that almost all were made by the Department of Justice, which is 

deferidants' counsel in this instant case and is saddled with a conflict because it was 

the source of the expert opinions and interpretations of precisel fy what the House 

Report properly termed the "critical" and "vital" evidence, 

“Under the best and normal conditions, men err, Even Jesus trusted Judas. Those 

men and institutions we have come to regard as te capable of rendering good and faithful 

judgements, the judges and the courts we assume can and will err, and our system of 

justice has built into it the mechanism for the correction of errorg by the. most 

eminent, trusted and respected, 

- Under what certainly were less. than the. best conditions, surely abnormal conditions, 

beyond question gxtat great pressures, the possibility of error by a body such as this 

President's PSUS EON f were greater than average.
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When we consider that the Supreme Court has reversed itself, we know that when 

men in high placesdo erry the world does not shake, ou¥" government is not cast into 

erisis, the populace does not take to the streets with forebrands. We expect error, 

recognize it as a natural, human flaw. But we also expect the possiblity of its 

rectification. We have come to assume this. It is a basis of our social and political Goud of 
.structure and faith, 

To consider the possibility that such eminent men as those who were the members of 

this Commission could have made a mistake is to consider them no more and no less than 

human beings. lt is no secret some of them had the most serious doubts aboutu the eenedusi 

conslusions they signed. They did not write their Report. Some expressed the most 

troubled disagreement with it.One member has shared some of this with the plaintiff, 

To consider that they could have made a mistake is not to consider,as some of those 

who posed as defenders, nen who had access to the public media and were able to reach 
: f the largest audiences, have said in what is anything but a defense deat to consider 

that the conclusions and Report of this Commission were in any way wrong is to say there 

was a c@nspiracy extending downward from the Attorney General to the lowliest charmaid 

in the Department of Justice. Such comment was not defense but indictment, and when it 

is recalled who was fhen the Attorney /General (and the line taken by his successors in 

this present case inherently is a parallel if not an identical one), the motive of 

such"defenders" becomes suspect. 

If there was error, that should be known. If theré was no error, that, too, should 

be known, Neither can be established without free access by everyone interested, 

especially those in the best position to understand and evaluate, every scintilla 

  

of evidence that remains. ("Remains" is not a figure € of speech; some does not. ) 
Lt 

--Publie confidence in either the Commission or- the Government-is not fostered 
iS 

by. neediess-suppression, no matter how it is dignified by calling it "withholding". 

  

Making what is now denied available to the. public 70.years hence does no good today. 

(Assuming that more of it heenot disappeared or become tainted.)
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This is not to say tnt what can injurethe innocent should be publicly available. 

dt shouZa not be, Where it has been and plaintiff has been provided with it, as has happen 

ed often, plapntiff has applied strictures not applied by government and has removed 

the defamations from his writing. While the governnent xuxumwxesm has refused copies 

of official evidence to the plaintiff and has gone to court to continue to deny it to 

him- evidence as completely innocent as still ioe aes of clothing -it simultaneously #5 

hed Trade 
= 

faking available hundreds of pages of material that can_be seriously ingurious to the 

innocent. Simultaneously, while refusing plaintiff certain identified Avene of 

it etd dergh Ft anf’ 

public information and claiming providing it is precluded by the law under which this 

wa gete Te bows. A 

action is brought, it @Ade it available to himy Now it cannot be both ways at one aid 

- . - rp ca ies 
- < . 

the same time. Here plaintiff means atee literally one and the same time. Plaintiff's 

official application for certain data was rejected by the Department of Justice. His 

_ appeal was likewise rejected by the Attorney General. The Attorney General holds, in 

writing, that while the exemptions of the law are not mandatory and he can find they 

need not be applied, in this case he did not waive them several months ago, when 

plaintiff appealed. But while plaintiff'sqpplication Was rejected and his appeal turned 

down, at that very time the same Department of Justice declassified a af-rge percentage 

of this identical material and plaintiff now has it. Surely this is not action under 
of this identical materia. k 

the law, serious judgements, anything better than what, on signing the law, tee President 

& President Johnson said should never be controlling, the whim of some official. 

oe 

y -, 

If these papers could not be réleased to plaintiff on his proper and formal request,) the: 

OC | Ae Anske 
oH could not have been,as they at that time were, declassified, but mecke gvailable to 

Urn tel Jenrne® 
plaintiff months later (and then, deceptively, only -in-part, hiding the fact that 

“ we 

others also were declassified and available =at-least--as-much more irfrolume.)» 
A 

Such toying with the law does not build public oonfidence in the law or in gowsmane 

government . But these are only a few of the. contemporaneous examples of precisely 

this and under this law, by this government, Another is. the release of several hundreds 

of pages of documents that had been classified and withheld at the National Archives by 

order of the Department of Justice. These may withheld pages, ordered withheld by the 
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Departuent of Justice, had already been published by the Corumission!More than seven 

years earlier and prior to their being ordered withheld! If the Gourt doubts this 

for one moment, # the Archivist, if he knows what goes on in his agency, can enlighten 

the Gourt. If the Archivist has no personal knowledge, the men in immediate charge of 

this particular archive can be reached by phone at 943-6982, And, shiuld it interest 

. the Gourt, if they do nat so inform the €ourt, plaintiff will deliver copies of the 

printed pages, printed by the Warren Commission, and copies of what, at about the 

time the motion to which this responds was filed, was released by the Archives. 

What this addresses is the dependability of the government's word when it 
= 

Says that certain evidence must be withheld. What is withheld too often is not withheld 

because law and regulation require it and is withheld to SUPLTCSS leiiy contrary to law 

and regulation, ” in this instant case. And what is released, again too often, is 

what should not be, under any carcumstances. / | OO 

Plaintiff is not suggesting for a minute that those who have released ist which 

should not be are unaware that it should not be, Rather does he believe that they a medrdete _ Co 
have selected a variety o#hobies and the ill, people without influence ar power, 

to make wha an hurt them freely available, hoping thereby to create a demand for 

further suppression of that genuine and meaningful evidence still withheld and 

desired to be withheld by the government, But it is not those who, like plainer 

regard this subject matter aor Est serioushgss, who have any interest in or any 

intention of using such freely-available defamatory material. 

Such whimsical application of law and regulation is not in thé interest of the 

“family of the assassinated President, It is not in the interest of and certainly 

- does not tend to defend or ‘pekee protect the reputations of the eminment-men who were 

ee this-Commission, It is, in fact, in plainti Bete Glew; “GREY one of the 
members.of this Commission died harboring the most serious doubts -about—the-most 

basic.cof{clusions of the Gommission on which he served,--That -member-shared these doubts. 

with plaintiff. Better by far, especially for the members of the Commission, that i 

thez# work was in any way or manner flawed, it be known while they live, that they
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may, if they desire, say whatever they may feel they should and so that, if they are 

so dis posed, they may do whatever they might feel impelled to do to rectify any such 

ica jong se Ory 
error. It certainly is no kindness to thehow-dead member for his ant eaee Rxkeeyx 

of the country to have to be vested in so weak and uninfluential a defender as the 

plaintiff in this instant action. 

Snly trust is ever a defense of any action or decision. Only trugt can rectify 

error. Trugth can be established only by fact, in this case public informathon. It can 

be first understood and then presented only by those with the requisite knowledge. On 

this questi:n, that can come with only an unbelievable amount of time and work, none 

of -it- agreeable or in any manner remunerative, There can be no profit in it, 

: : ‘ ; ower. 
Unless, of course, the applicant is a rich and punex 

~ prbt key 
television . netwfork whose dedication is to interests other than unalloyed ivath. 

For such an applicant there is one interesetation of law, reguiation and contract. 

For those without means and influence, for those who do not blindly agree with the 

ordained truth, these same laws, regula tion/and contractg have different applications 

and meanings. 

No interes? Sasesx genuine, honest, public interest is served by suppressing any 

information on these subjects save thasex that which is, without possi bili tyfot 

reasonable doubt, clearly covered by the proper and specific exempbions provided by the 4 

law. The ingerests and reputations of the members of the Comiaciaw axe nei ther 

acewed nor defended by suppression. Suppression, in fact, is exactl opposite the 

awk of) te Shen Wettovny’ Gertie dunter tal] etdtean ll, ph we 
expressed will of the former Chief Justice who headed the Commission) Theres consul ted 

beth 
and ke said that everything that could possibly be made available to the “public should be 

nt 

But iis government fostered 1 no headlines on this. instead, they- arranged for the widest 

possible attention to what made it appear that the family of the victim was responsible 
LirS r 

for the suppression of evidence pn and ‘fais Was arranged by, ,oenying plaintiff access to the 
© 

same public information and fiafing available to one who could be depended upon to 

lookiffor sensation and not to have the knowledge required for correct eT SS FY un 
& 

ci hlenet Edt oe standing of what he was givem, the contradt in this amare
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‘ Lette 

ww ot Giice HR 

The reasondgiven plaintiff for refusing his request in that case--rere spurious, 

ofr if true they were not subject to change. But over and above that, they were 

legally invalid under the Amevican Mail lines v Gulick decision. 

Still again, there is the question of the seriousness with which law and regulation 

are regarded and obeyed by the government, including defendants in this instant case and 
xe 

their counsel above all. 

A proper and reasonable standard was given by the President upon his signing of 

the law under which this action is brought: 

I have always believed that freedom of information is so vital that only the 

national security, not the desire of public officials or private citizens, should 

détermine when it mist be restricted. 

Surely there is no question of national sasunter 19 pictures of official evidence, 

pictures of garments! 

Most reprehensible of all is the effort, elsewhere a and in the motion to whic 

this responds, to make it appear that the suppression is the doing of those who have 

already suffered irreparably and most of all, the survivors of the victiim, That is 

despicable beyond adequate description because it is contrary to their interest and 

to the conditions of theit g donation to the National archives. It is a particularly 

insidious and evil trickery because under IV & (2) of that contract the person 

+ 

upon whom this can be blamed is one prominent in ae political life. He is not 

  

of the party now in control of the executive branch and he is widely and popularly 

regarded as one who may at some day present a challenge to the present administration. 

IAC hire 6 Fee ee ee en per eny — 
$0, while the narrow question before this Gourt is simple, except for the 

extensive efforts of defendants, meaning, really, the executive branch of the government, 
= 

to complicate them, and there is no genuine issue as to-any material fact, the overtones 
oe aay 

are broad and serious. They include the rebutations of prominent men, living and dead 
A 

the right of powerful government to abuse the powerless individual and deny him his 

rights by assorted improprieties, ranging from delaying tactics through distortions of 

law and regulations fto flagrant #@ imposition upon the tufst of the €ourts and violations 

of the law-and regukations/it is the duty and obligation of the government to uphold. 
=>
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Saying that the suppression of this evidence was caused oy the family of the 

latex President is implicit and ¥kplicit in "ITT. Argument", sections B amd U. In 

these sections, the thimst of defendants ' aggument is that suppression is required by the 

Complaint, Exhib A and # sae terms of the osa-f9 amity conta vig 8 Sreume ont is furthered by the addition of false 
wu Wu 4 Gk. 

and misleading emphasis (in_some casc. the adding of emphasis is not indicated). 
A 

examination of this argement and of the specific and relevant provisions of the 

2 Ofher.. pad en, wilt oe : i: ‘ :— : gota wit exactly the opposite is the case. Furthermore, as Caomplaint 
cones 

Exhibit C shows, the representative of the executors of the estate has written 
| 

Q 

plaintiff expressing no objection ¢& the providing of photographs to plaintiff. These 

letters were entirely without influence upon defendants or their counsel. 

So contrary is this representation of that contract to its actual provisions 

. . ; ? that the contract does not even permit the Government to decide what a researchers 
* 

6 
needs are, prouided-tkhet, as is not-and cannt be challenged’ in this instant case; 

  

the researcher is as a "serious scholar or inverllig rator of matters. 

relating to the death of the late President". The same provision (Zr. (1) (»)) oes 

much further and limits the right and power of the Administrator "to deny requests 

for. access" wer exclusively "in order to prevent undignified or sensational reproduction" 
us 

( T happens to be the only use thus far permitted by the Government, undenied in         x a SytqrfHrt response to plaintiff's chal lenges) ¢(Sphaais micas 

fo this misrepresentation of the contract by counsel for defendants, the Vepartment 
mak j 

of Jus stice, to-meke it appear that the family is the cause of the suppressiagn, other 

facts eught to added for understanding of the strange situation that is thus brought 

about: 

This clothing was first SEEM kax he covered ina certain "Memorandum of 

  

Transfer “of April, 1965. By different subterfuges, tha as bess denied plaintiff by the 
Later? 

National A¥chives. When the Secret Service, which executed this said inemorandum, gave 

a copy thereof to the National Archives, xnuxiakisuakx to be given to plaintiff, the 

National Archives first"n egiected” +6 so inform plaintife, then delayed a long time
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bs
 

w&
 

ty pecel 

after plaintiff indicated knowledge aa before making acknowledgement and then 

refusing this copy to plaintiff. When g defendants' "Answer" was filed in this instant 

case, plaintiff, believing it required him to have knowledge of the exact provisions of 

this "Nemorandum of Transfer", again asked the Secret Service for a co ovy, explaining that 

the copy given him by way of the National Archives nad 7 becn intercepted and not delivered 

by the National Archives. The response of the Secret Service was that the Department of 

Justice would be consulted. following this sonsultation, the Secret Service declined to 
directly 

: . : o : ooo a : a 2 : - (ee sei with a dk&keek copy of this "Memorandum of Transfer", which is also 

Oud uw bat, 
public information, having been used by the Government in. public and é 

  

(American Mail Lines v Gulick is in point.) 

The Department of Justice, as counsel for defendants in this insta ant. action, 

thd tn Ain rf 
alleges gH plaintiff is not entitled to what he seeks, because i¥ precluded by 

law, regulation and this said €Sa-fa amily contract, and that the relief plaintiff secks 

cannot be granted, thus counselling defendants not to provide plaintiff with copies of 

the pictures he secks;€ 

The Department of Justice, as counsel to the Secret Service, counsels the Secret 

Service not to provide plaintiff with that public information it has that is relevant & 

to the photographs plaintiff cn, photo ufl j rd ta ce on rk by « Lert Lomi Hawrmmnr® tool frvrecls Ww feu f- 
Having counselled everyone else ‘to give blaintiff nothing, the same Department of 

a any 

Justice promptly and without, question or cLapite gives plaintiff everything relevant it 
Wiig the Department to 

has for which plaintit? Wag four such photographs, So aIcIOUSN yp provi ds thése Photographs 
f 

to plaintiff that with respel?? 1b? Stree it dees not require either the execution of the 

prescribed forms, 

  

withxvegautotexthexthusexthakobaimhiG? mubgequeniby or even payment of the cost of copying. 

While neither the execution of the forms “of payment by the press for copies of 

photographs 4 is required by law or practise, plaints iff asks this Court to take note that 

in no other case would the Department respond to any of plaintiff's requests without 

: - ae 7 2 ~ — 5 — 
: insisting upon the execution of the forms, accompanied by eresexibed advance payment,



X 
and that in another case before this Court, C.A. 718-70, when the Department 

belatedly complied as an alternative to trial, it would not provide any covies until 

payment was made in advance and even after later issuance of a Summary Judgement never 

did -fully comply. 

To consideration of these unusual events should be added still another. 

  

KALMBEESWUXASXENALX Loxuhichs thisxxxxaxkokionxforxSummaryxx 

The filing of a Motion to Dismiss or, in the Alternative, for Summary Judgement, 

to the best of plaintiff's knowledge, is the closest / thing to a completely automatic 

by the Department of Justice f 
act/iry.cases brought under this law. Yet in this instant case, and especially snowing that 

plaintiff was without professional counsel, the Department, acting as counsel for 

1 “ 
defendants, failed to file such a motion. Instead it filed an Answer, which is 

an invitation for a full hearing. Not until long after plaintiff filed his mkwkkax 

. 7. fe >. . - psy 
Motion £6: Sumiary Judgement did defendants instant motion get filed. That was 

about five months after filing of the complaint. 

Had this case gone to trial — and from the various motions and addenda prepared 
Oo £ 

and filed by the Department of Justice - it would have heen made to appear and is made 

to appear that everyone besides the Department of Justice is suporessing evidence, iw J aes & t 6 

that the DepartmGat Freely made its copie§ available to plaintifé, and that the 
4 

family (which would be widely interpreted as meaning the senior male member surviving) 

and the former chairman of the President's Comission above all were. responsible for 

the suppression of this evidence. 
= + 

If all of this is subject to sinister interpretation and suggests an irreconcilable 

conflict of interest and pasexkkRe possible ulterior purposes, two other factors should 

— eth helbrig by & 
be considered: that most of the supsressten was an “is vat the direct order of the 

agen af s ae ; . a - : 
Deparment of Justice; and that neither the sehior surviving male mamber of the family 

A 

We 
nor the former Chief Justice axe political friendg of Ham either the/Administration 

b a 
oF tee “ttorney General or his Deputy.
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a 
They inckude the s/fferring of the longesuffering innocent and they can influence the 

futures of important personages. 

Above all, they involve the most basic rights of all Americans and the intergity 

of government, the law, and in plaintiff's belicfé, that of society and possibly its 

future.


